SSIEM Official Satellite Symposia
“The 2nd World Conference on Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (WCCDG) for Families and Professionals: a challenging story of sugar trees”, 28 to 30 August 2015, in Lyon (France)

This conference is part of the Educational Program of Excellence on CDG created by the Portuguese Association for CDG (APCDG, www.apcdg.com).

It is organized in partnership with several associations and/or country CDG patient advocates: CDG Australia, CDG Brazil, CDG Czech Republic, CDG Denmark, Foundation of Glycosylation (the FoG) Canada, CDG Denmark, CDG Italy/Ireland, CDG Israel, Les ptits CDG France, CDG Spain, CDG Sweden, CDG USA, CDG UK charity and CDG The Netherlands.

©Foundation of Glycosylation and Portuguese Association for CDG and related rare metabolic diseases (APCDG-DMR, Portugal). 2015. All rights reserved.
This and other resources available at:
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In memory of

Christian Körner † 2-2-2015

Maciej Adamowicz † 5-2-2015
Foundation Glycosylation (FoG) is the official sponsor of the videos targeted to the “SSIEM Official Satellite Symposia – Second World Conference on Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (CDG): a challenging story of sugar trees”:

The Foundation Glycosylation (FoG) founded by Duncan Webster (Canada), is the official sponsor of the videos of all oral session that will be given during the conference. This material will be available in the Youtube channel dedicated to “SSIEM Official Satellite Symposia – Second World Conference on Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (CDG): a challenging story of sugar trees” at:

For more information about the work of this organization which is focused on research to ALG9 -CDG (CDG -1L), visit the following link: http://www.thefog.ca/main.html
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